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ABSTRACT 

E-commerce, particularly internet marketing and website design is one of the emerging strategies in creating 

competitive advantage in the tourism and hospitality industry. The confidence level of using internet among 

potential travellers has increased drastically and hence hoteliers have to put efforts to develop website that 

meets the contemporary emerging trends. This paper aims to evaluate the e-commerce adoption by selected 

hotels in Nairobi City due to rising growth of the hospitality industry in the city. As a result of the Covid 19 

pandemic, many businesses resorted to using e-commerce in providing their services to their esteemed 

clientele. The study is based on the concept of Extended Model of Internet Commerce Adoption (EMICA) 

in order to compare the website features and performance. A total of 35 hotel websites in Nairobi were 

examined using leading search engines including- Google, Yahoo Search and MSN. This study established 

the time and resources efficiency associated to e-commerce in relation to physical correspondence in 

accessing the hotel services. The study also revealed that hotels in Nairobi lose revenue by providing limited 

contents on products and services and that a competitor can easily take away the customers online despite 

property offering more superior products. The study gives reveals how the hospitality industry loose revenue 

by not offering real-time reservations on their own online platforms. Suggestions are given on the possible 

ways that hotels can apply to create competitive advantage and have improved revenue. The study also 

offers recommendations on how tourism and hospitality industry in Nairobi may increase the destination 

profile online by offering products and services all under one portal instead of transferring potential 

customers to third party platforms at a booking stage. 

Keywords: Accommodation, Buying Behavior, Digital Marketing, Online Reviews, Tourism Product 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Tourism and hospitality industry is a dynamic field of the economy. The providers of tourism and 

hospitality products and services have responsibility to identify the needs and wants of their target market. 

Today’s traveler has become more knowledgeable, have high expectations from the service providers and 

their needs change considerably, (Ozturk & Hancer, 2014). There is need to avail necessary information 

required by the customers pertaining to their products, and also make it easy for interested customers to 

purchase the products and services. With the advancement in information and communication technology, 

different digital platforms such as e-commerce have emerged for reaching out to target audiences (Gurneet, 

2017). E-commerce is defined as the process of buying, selling or exchanging products, services or 

information via computer networks including internet, (Turban et al, 2015). This study is to apply the 

Extended Model of Internet Commerce Adoption (eMICA) model designed by Burgess and Cooper (2000), 

to study websites of various tourism and hospitality players in Nairobi based on online contents. This study 
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assesses selected hotels based in Nairobi. The eMICA model has been used in many occasions in tourism as 

well as other sectors of the economy to measure the level of online presence. 

Success of any business entails the evaluation of the key four marketing mixes referred to as 4Ps (Product, 

Price, Place and Promotion). This implies, you need to identify, select and develop products and services 

which fit the expectations of your customers, sell at an affordable price, then select a distribution channel to 

reach your target customers and finally develop and implement promotion strategy methods to inform your 

customers of what you offer. The travel products include air travel, car hire, accommodation and tour 

services. 

E-commerce adoption is essential in proper implementation of the 4Ps strategy even in applying Research 

and Development of the business. The competition for the online holidays have increased immensely and 

apart from leading players in the field like expedia.com, booking.com and hotels.com there are plenty more 

online portals offering travel products, (Turban et al, 2015) 

The tourism and hospitality sector needs to have a well detailed marketing strategy in order to attract 

customers not only domestically but also globally. For a long time the industry has depended on traditional 

communications methods majorly print (brochures). E-tourism is the digitalization of all the process of the 

value chains in the tourism, travel, hospitality and catering industries that enable organizations to maximize 

their efficiency and effectiveness, while enhancing client’s satisfaction, (Buhalis & Jun, 2011). Online 

technologies have had a huge impact on communications and product promotion and distribution in the 

tourism industry. E-commerce needs to be embraced fully in order to realize any benefits of going digital  

and it calls for businesses to employ services of IT professionals to design and monitor a detailed website 

which can suit the current trend. The most important is the website content in terms of information relevant 

to the potential customers. A good website is one which takes into consideration the consumer behaviour 

online and capitalizes on that by closing sale. This study will evaluate the different enterprises within the 

hospitality and tourism industry and their stages within the eMICA model. E-commerce brings global 

opportunities at every business doorstep. E-commerce allows instant access to more information and 

opportunities due to its global accessibility, (Said & Azizan, 2013). In today’s business arena, the 

performance of any organization depends majorly on its development on ICT, (Sobihah et al, 2013). 

Problem Statement 

E-commerce has a great impact on how a business can manage its affairs profitably.  Upon searching of 

suitable accommodation in Nairobi City, you will find the international Online Travel Agents (OTAs) 

appearing on first page of your search engine compared to Kenyan hospitality entrepreneurs. This is 

because the OTAs have invested heavily in online marketing and Search Engine Optimization (SEO). In 

Kenya, not all organizations in the tourism and hospitality industry have embraced e-commerce and of those 

using e-commerce not all are up to the expected level of processing stage as per eMICA Model. Failure to 

fully enhance the presence of the hotels online is costly as the foreign based OTAs end up attracting the 

attention of the potential customers and secure the bookings. These OTAs deny hotels full revenue as they 

will demand commission for bringing to your hotel same clients available on same platforms, online source.  

Objectives of Study 

 To establish the extent of e-commerce adoption in the hotel industry in Nairobi City. 

 To analyze attributes influencing e-commerce adoption by the hotels. 

 To compare adopters and non-adopters of complete e-commerce concept within the tourism and 

hospitality industry. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 

E-commerce stands for Electronic Commerce, it is a concept whereby according to Turban et al.,2008 one is 

able to buy or sell products and services by use of computer networks and internet connections. The use of e- 

commerce adds value to the management process of the tourism components, (Siaw et al., 2015). The full 

acceptance of the use of ICT enables an organization to enjoy a competitive advantage in the market. The e- 

commerce is more pronounced when an organization is able to offer platform for conducting a transaction 

online. With the increased access to the internet, many travellers prefer to search, compare prices and book 

holidays online. Therefore, the products and services providers are required to position themselves at the 

right place online where potential customers may be able to find them. Advances in information technology 

has also enabled various players in tourism and hospitality industry comfortable trading online, (Chow-Hou 

Wee) The internet has revolutionized how we share information and communicate with others. Digital 

marketing is now more common and prevalent especially in the new millennium as people now spend most 

of their time online as asserted by (Li,2010). Organizations including those in the tourism industry need to 

adapt and adopt as well as incorporate e-commerce for their marketing to be profoundly effective and 

efficient. E-commerce has no size restrictions as both small and large tourism businesses can have materials 

to their own capacity. 

The other positive aspect of e-commerce is that an organization can effectively use any device including 

email, social media platforms, digital television, digital billboards, laptops, desktops, and electronic media 

such as radio, smartphones, iPad and tablets. Organizations are spoilt for choice with regards to devices and 

tools that can be used under e-commerce. E-commerce focuses on the customer by providing personalized 

information and instant response to his or her query thus enhancing relationship marketing as well as 

customer relationship management. The traditional marketing strategies that have witnessed a decline 

averaging 20% include direct mail, tradeshows and events, print advertising, radio and television advertising 

(Caliskan et al. 2021). These statistics show that digital marketing is both the present and the future given 

the continuous information and communication technological advancements that are taking place on a daily 

basis. Internet use among college and university educated and higher income adults is almost 100%. This 

trend is also similar among the young people, the next generation of consumers, who spend most of their  

time online and mostly on social media. Livari et al (2020) supported this argument of your generation and 

adoption of technology and argue that learning institutions need expose technology access more to young 

generations. Digital marketing utilizes electronic media to promote products and services. Bist et al. (2022) 

argue that it is crucial to manage digital marketing platforms in order to gain optimum results. 

The tourism sector has adapted effectively to the digital world to increase knowledge of its brands and reach 

more potential customers, so in the same way that other sectors, the tourism sector and digital marketing go 

hand in hand. 

The evolution of the Internet has made it easier for tourism companies to advertise their travel offerings so 

that they can reach more potential travelers much more easily than traditional marketing could. The new 

generation of travelers no longer needs traditional travel agencies to decide where to go and organize their 

trip, (Kiwop,2020) 

Digital marketing is the use of internet enabled media platforms such as Facebook, websites, twitter, 

WhatsApp, in anticipating, identifying as well as satisfying customer needs profitably. Yasmin, Tansneem 

& Fatema (2015) noted that digital marketing extends beyond internet marketing to include mobile phone 

marketing such as SMS and MMS, social media marketing, search engine marketing, display advertising 

and many other forms of digital media. 

According to Yasmin, Tasneem & Fatema (2015) digital marketing “refers to various promotional 
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techniques deployed to reach customers via digital technologies… embodies an extensive selection of 

service, product and brand marketing tactics which mainly use Internet as a core promotional medium in 

addition to mobile and traditional TV and radio”. 

Atshaya & Rungta (2016) remarked that digital marketing “is one of the most convenient and effective way 

of marketing these days and with the development in technology, its technique and scope is also 

developing.” Digital and internet marketing are not the same though some scholars use them  

interchangeably. 

Digital marketing uses both online and offline digital technologies and internet marketing uses online 

technologies. Simply put internet marketing is a subset of digital marketing (Atshaya & Rungta, 2016). 

Given the boom of apps and their usefulness in smartphones, we are talking about getting a hold of the 

Millennials and Generation X markets with a remarkable reach, offering advantages for the traveler and the 

common tourist. 

Atshaya & Rungta (2016) remarked that digital marketing “is one of the most convenient and effective way 

of marketing these days and with the development in technology, its technique and scope is also developing. 

Digital marketing uses both online and offline digital technologies and internet marketing uses online 

technologies. Chaffey & Ellis-Chadwick (2019) also opined that embracing digital marketing is no longer a 

choice but a must for a business to remain competitive in the market. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

According to Law, Qi & Buhalis (2010), the methodological approaches most often used in research 

measuring tourism websites are; (a) the accounting method, (b) the automatic method, (c) the numerical 

computation method, (d) the user feedback method and (e) the combined method. This study will use the 

accounting method. 

The study considers that those who browse the websites are potential customers hence the focus is on 

marketing activities, online transactions and information provided on products and services to motivate 

consumption, (Alvarez, 2014). 

The methodological model used in this study includes both web content analysis using the eMICA) model 

for the Nairobi hotels. The variables to evaluate the level of adoption of e-commerce on the Nairobi hotels’ 

websites were selected through literature and adapted from eMICA model. Nairobi has been chosen being a 

leading tourist destination. 

Sampling Procedure 

The sampling was taken from Nairobi hotels listed on Kenya Association of Hotel Keepers and Caterers 

website at (http://www.kahc.co.ke/kahc-members-directory.php). The listing has 45 registered hotels in 

Nairobi and after removing international hotel brands we remain with 30 independent or local hotels to 

sample. The international brands were left out as they are owned in countries with advanced technology 

hence expected to have sophisticated websites. The hotels studied are in table 4 of the appendices. 

Data Collection 

Search engines like Google, Yahoo Search and MSN were used to find the corresponding websites of each 

hotel. Mozilla Firefox and Chrome web browsers using Pentium 4 computer and high-speed internet access. 

The data collection questionnaire is detailed in table 2 of the appendices. 
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Instrument 

The study used questionnaires set up based on the eMICA model which has been created by Burgess & 

Cooper in order to examine the contents of hotel websites. 

Table 1: The Extended Model of Internet Commerce Adoption (eMICA) 
 

EMICA Examples of functionality 

Stage 1 – Promotion 

Layer 1-Basic information 

Layer 2 – Rich information 

 

Company name, physical address and contact 

details, area business annual report, e-mail 

contact, information on company activities 

 

Stage 2 – Provision 

Layer 1 – low level interactivity 

Layer 2 – medium interactivity 

Basic product catalogue, hyperlinks to further 

information, online enquiry form higher – level 

product catalogues, customer support (e.g. 

FAQs , sitemaps0, industry-specific value-

added features 

Chat room, discussion forum, multimedia, 

newsletters or updates by email 

Stage 3 – Processing 
Secure online transactions, order status and 

tracking, interaction with corporate servers and 

databases. 

Source: The Extended Model of Internet Commerce Adoption (eMICA) (adapted from Burgess and Cooper , 

2000) 

Using the above eMICA model the following functionalities were observed: 

For Stage 1- Layer 1, – Company name, physical address, phone number and area of business, all these form 

the basic information of website which a company needs to have in order to fit into eMICA model. 

Stage 1, Layer 2– provides e-mail address, company activities/descriptions, price/special offers, map and 

area information. 

Layer 1 of stage 2- Low connectivity – provides basic catalogue, hyperlinks for more information, online 

enquiry form. It also contains gallery, news and promotions. 

Layer 2 of stage 2; – medium interactivity- higher-level product catalogues including panorama pictures, 

video, flash-animation and newsletter. Also, customer support and recommendation sites are important. 

Here we also have social media/guestbook and forum. It also has currency converter, chat rooms and 

multilingual options. 

Stage 3: Processing stage- this is the last stage which all websites should aim to get to. This includes online 

booking or reservations and online transaction or payments. 
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Assessment of Level of E-Commerce Adoption by Independent Hotels in Nairobi.  

Results 

 

EMICA Functionality 
No. of 

Websites 

STAGE 1 – PROMOTION 

Layer 1-Basic information 

Company name, physical address, phone number and area 

of business 

30 

 

 

Layer 2 – Rich information 

E-mail address 30 

Company activities/descriptions 30 

Price/special offers 26 

Map/Google map 28 

Area information 25 

 

STAGE 2 – PROVISION 

Layer 1 – low level interactivity 

Basic product catalogue-shopping, restaurants/excursions. 
17 

Photo gallery 30 

Promotions 11 

Hyperlinks for more information 5 

Online enquiry form 19 

 

 

Layer 2 – medium interactivity 

High interactivity 

High level product catalogues- 10 

Customer support- FAQs, search engines 4 

Recommendation site 3 

Currency converter 0 

Forum//social media/Tripadvisor 24 

Multi media – video 4 

Multilingual converter 5 

STAGE 3 – PROCESSING 
Online reservation 25 

Online transaction/payments 19 

Source: author 
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RESULTS 

The outcome of this study is captured in table 3 of the appendices. The study reveals that all websites 

studied have passed Layer 1 of stage 1 and most of them are pretty well adopted layer 2 of stage 1. From 

stage 2 to last stage, there is no consistency but again all websites have at least images of their properties or 

gallery to attract visitors. Layer 2 which offer medium and high interactivity has mixed attention. No 

website has options for currency converter despite handling foreign travellers even though most prices are in 

USD. Similarly, most websites are not giving web links to other sites like attractions or where to get extra 

information. Need to have translations to different languages also captured by only 5 websites same as 

having video of the hotel products is ideal, only 4 hotels had this facility. 

 

DISCUSSION 

The hotels whose websites have matured have more functions and features, they are well-designed and with 

advance content analysis. Four and Five-star hotels had better contents than three-star hotels, this could be 

attributed to availability of resources. The e-commerce concept is being embraced by many hoteliers and 

investment is put towards the development and maintenance of the websites. The level of eMICA is more at 

the stage 1 where basic information and this trend changes as you move downwards stage 2 and 3. In the final 

processing stage, most websites have the system to allow for checking availability and online reservations. 

Some you can only check availability but not able to allow you to finish transactions online due to luck of 

payment system in place. Some websites when it comes to stage three they direct you to Online Travel 

Agents (OTAs) websites like booking.com and agoda.com to make booking. This is because they have no 

ability to make online transactions. This in doubt is loss of revenue by the hotels as the OTAs will be paid 

commissions on bookings yet the sales lead has come from the hotel’s own website. When it comes to 

payments, most websites are not offering mobile money transfer/Mpesa or Airtel Money yet this has 

become a leading payment method in Kenya. Instead, they had credit/debit card payment options. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

E-commerce is a concept which is here to stay and it is important for any organization serious in business to 

invest into for the better growth in a competitive environment. Have a well-designed website with up to date 

contents and one that can enable any visitor to not only get information about your products but also secure 

booking. This offers real competitive advantage in the market. To promote wider acceptance of e-commerce 

among the hotel industry in Kenya, the stakeholders especially the government should design policy 

intervention to reduce the high cost of internet access and to ensure secured network for online transactions 

(Straume & Johnson, 2010). The e-commerce does not reduce cost of operating hotel business but it aims at 

bringing efficiency and products and service delivery. 

 

RECOMMENDATION 

The success of e-commerce in the country will need a comprehensive ICT infrastructure. The ongoing fiber 

internet access in the country should speed up its coverage to various parts of the country. Hotels in Kenya 

can incorporate Mobile banking – Eazzy Banking, Mpesa, and Airtel Money in their online transaction 

options in order to give local customers with no credit cards to book online instead of just targeting the 

foreign markets. Hotels should go digital fully to exploit the potential and re-structuring may be necessary 

so that specific staff can be assigned to look into website contents and update accordingly. The eMICA 

model should be used by hoteliers in order to add value to their websites. There should be more 

recommendation sites to enable customers compare products prior to purchase. The website of KAHC 

should also be comprehensive to include all hotels in Nairobi for easy access of hotels information in the 

country. 
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